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Executive Summary  
This report summarizes the data and program highlights for the 2022 Watershed 
Stewardship program for the Upper Saranac Lake watershed. The Upper Saranac Lake 
Watershed Stewardship Program is an integrated AIS spread prevention program 
seeking to reduce or prevent the spread of AIS from entering and departing the USL 
watershed. This is accomplished by inspecting individual watercraft and hand removing 
plant and animal materials, and indirectly by raising public awareness of AIS concerns. 
This report includes Watershed Steward activities and projects that can be summarized 
in the following key points: 
 

1. The Upper Saranac Watershed Stewardship Program includes Stewardship 
coverage at two NYSDEC Public Boat launches, Upper Saranac Lake at Back 
Bay and Fish Creek Public Campground. An AIS decontamination unit is 
positioned at the Back Bay Launch. 

 
2. Between the two launches there were a total of 189 days of stewardship 

coverage (a decrease from 2021 when there was 239 days of coverage). The 
decrease can be attributed to difficulties in finding and maintaining workforce and 
in part due to student employees returning to in-person schooling. 
 

3. Stewards inspected 2,959 watercraft and educated 5,454 visitors about AIS 
ecology and spread prevention measures. This is also a decrease from 2021 
when Stewards inspected 3,936 watercraft and educated 7,795 visitors.  
 

4. Overall use at boat launches decreased parkwide in 2022. This can be attributed 
to higher than normal fuel prices, poor weekend weather and a wetter than normal 
August. 
 

5. Stewards intercepted 7 watercraft carrying AIS, that were either launching or 
being retrieved (a decrease from 2021 when 15 watercraft carrying AIS were 
intercepted).  
 

6. The percentage of boats found with AIS has generally been decreasing over the 
years and currently averages between .2 and.3%. The biggest fluctuation is the 
decline in the number of watercraft with AIS being retrieved from Fish Creek 
Campground. 

 
7. Data retrieved from the Stewards at the Fish Creek launch indicated there was 

an 93% less chance of AIS found on boats being retrieved from 2016 to 2022. 
This is attributed to the Fish Creek AIS Harvesting Management Project.  

 
8. The number of visitors reportedly taking measures to prevent the spread of AIS 

prior to arriving has generally been increasing. On average approximately 90% of 
boaters using the launches showed prevention awareness.  
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9. The location of previously visited waterways varied significantly by location. 
Watercraft entering Upper Saranac Lake were often return traffic and more local, 
where Fish Creek attracted boats from further distances. The wide range of 
previously visited waterbodies, indicates that the Upper Saranac watershed, 
without Watershed Stewardship coverage is vulnerable to AIS invasions from a 
diverse number of waterbodies and by a variety of AIS.   
 

10. In 2022 a total of 73 AIS hot water - High pressure decontaminations were 
performed at the Back-Bay launch. This is a significant decrease from past years. 
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1 Project Introduction 
Upper Saranac Lake (USL) itself is a 5,000-acre lake located in the towns of 
Harrietstown and Santa Clara in Southern Franklin County and is the sixth largest lake 
within the Adirondack Park of New York. The shoreline (47 miles) is comprised of a 
combination of public (34%) and private property (66%). USL has two public boat 
launches, Back Bay on the northern end of the lake and at the New York State Public 
Campground at Fish Creek, a tributary of Upper Saranac Lake along the eastern shore.   

 
The Upper Saranac Foundation (USF) through funding from private donations has been 
successfully battling invasive watermilfoil since 2004. Through the efforts of hand 
harvesting by divers the annual poundage removed has been reduced from 20 tons in 
2004 to now a rare plant. In an effort to stop further Aquatic Invasive Species from 
entering USL and preventing Eurasian watermilfoil and Variable Leaf milfoil from leaving 
the USL watershed, the Watershed Stewardship program was introduced in 2014 with 
the help of the Lake Champlain Basin Program grant. 

 
The Upper Saranac Foundation contracted the Adirondack Watershed Institute 
Stewardship Program (AWISP), a component of Paul Smith’s College to perform work 
related to aquatic invasive spread prevention and early detection. The AWISP posts and 
professionally supervises boat launch Stewards, at the Back-Bay Boat Launch on Upper 
Saranac Lake and at the Fish Creek Boat Launch in the Fish Creek Campground.  
 
Funding through the NYSDEC Adirondack Park-wide Aquatic Invasive Species 
Prevention Program with support from the USF. Stewardship coverage, on average, 
occurred seven days/week, eight hrs./day for both Upper Saranac Lake and Fish Creek 
Campground launches beginning Memorial Day weekend, extending through Labor 
Day. There was extended weekend coverage on USL through Columbus Day. This 
included two stewards at Back Bay on busier days and weekends; one steward to 
preform inspections while a decontamination technician preformed decontaminations. 
All Stewards worked in cooperation with each other and under the direction of the 
AWISP. This report includes all Stewards accomplishments at both launch locations. 
Each of these waterway entries are popular recreational and tourism destinations.  
 
The goal, to prevent the spread of Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) is achieved by 
performing careful inspections of watercraft launched and retrieved at this popular 
recreational and tourism destination. The stewards interacted with all visitors during 
their shifts and inspected boats both entering and leaving the waterways, removing 
plant and animal fragments. The Stewards increased visitor understanding about 
Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) and spread prevention measures that can be utilized by 
the general public. A hot water, high pressure decontamination unit located at the Back 
Bay Boat launch was utilized when appropriate. Stewards offer boaters decontamination 
treatment of vessels and equipment that are considered a risk of spreading AIS, by not 
meeting the Clean, Drain and Dry standard. Stewards collected detailed data to be used 
in Paul Smith’s College Watershed Stewardship Program’s (WSP) comprehensive 
summary report. 
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The Adirondack Region is home to an extensive array of globally significant wetlands, 
thousands of lakes and ponds, and over 30,000 miles of rivers and streams. With an 
abundance of high quality water resources, the Adirondacks present a crucial opportunity 
for stewardship. The Park protects almost six million acres of forests, mountains and 
waterways, attracting hundreds of thousands of visitors and seasonal residents annually. 
Most prominent among the many attractions of the region are its opportunities in snow-
free months for aquatic recreation, including paddling, sailing, motor boating, swimming, 
diving, camping, and fishing. Visitors to the Park expend $1.2 billion annually, with nearly 
70% expressing an interest in water based recreational activities such as swimming, 
fishing or boating (Kelting, 2006).  While productive from a socioeconomic perspective, 
many of these activities can, and have, spread AIS over the past two decades to over 90 
Adirondack lakes. 
 
AIS spread prevention programs are an integral component of an effective invasive 
species management regimen. Stewardship programs can help reduce the inadvertent 
introduction of new AIS to the Adirondacks, including species such as Brazilian elodea, 
hydrilla, quagga mussel and round goby. Although the threat of AIS introduction and 
expansion continues to raise alarm, there are hundreds of waterways in the Adirondack 
region with few or no AIS at present, which underscores both the opportunity as well as 
the obligation for concerted, coordinated AIS spread prevention activity. 
 
2 Boat Launches 
Upper Saranac Lake at Back Bay: The Upper Saranac Lake State Boat Launch is 
located ½ mile from Route 30 in Back Bay on County Route 46. There was a total of 101 
days of stewardship coverage at Back Bay, a decrease from 2021 when there was 125 
days of coverage.  
 
At Back Bay, stewards interacted with 2,444 visitors and performed 1,184 boat 
inspections. Both the number of visitors and inspections have decreased from record 
highs during the COVID pandemic in 2020 and again in 2021. In 2021 stewards 
interacted with 4,564 visitors and performed 2,190 boat inspections. 
 
85% of the boaters showed spread prevention awareness. While there has been a 
general increase of visitor AIS awareness over the years. Awareness in 2022 decreased 
from 2021 when 92% of boaters showed awareness.  
 
In 2022, only 3, or .3% of the 1,184 boats inspected had AIS found and removed by the 
stewards. This is consistent with 2021 but has been overall trending lower.  
The only invasive plant intercepted was Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriopyllum spicatum), 
coming from Fish Creek Ponds, Saratoga Lake, and Second Pond (Lower Saranac 
Lake). 
 
No boats being retrieved from Upper Saranac Lake were found to have AIS. This is 
consistent from past years and is a strong indication that AIS management efforts on 
USL are effective. The USF’s commitment to AIS hand harvesting can be attributed to 
the success of virtually eliminating USL as a vector for outbound AIS. 
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Waterbodies previously visited by boaters prior to coming to USL were mostly within the 
Adirondacks in 2022. In previous years a significant number of watercraft represented a 
more diverse northeast region. While the number of previous visited waterways has 
generally trended upwards, this year’s decrease in boat traffic from outside the region 
can be attributed to higher than normal fuel prices.  
 
The heaviest pressure of use for Upper Saranac Lake is from boats previously used in 
Lake Flower, Lower Saranac Lake, Tupper Lake, and Lake Champlain; all known 
waterbodies with abundant AIS present.  
 

                                                  Watershed Steward Data - Upper Saranac Lake, Back Bay 
Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 
# of Coverage Days Unknown 114 122 131 102 122 125 101 
# of Boats Inspected 1,215 1,605 1,713 1,862 2,082 2,609 2,190 1,184 
% of Boats dirty / failed 
inspection 6.9% 4.4% 10.3% 5.0% 1.2% 2.5% 2.7% 3.6% 
% of Inspected Boats with AIS 0.5% 0.5% 1.5% 0.8% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 
# of Previous visited 
Waterways 57 72 80 76 81 92 92 60 

 
 

  
Adirondack Watershed Institute - Watershed Stewards were on duty for early morning Bass 

Tournaments at the Upper Saranac, Back Bay Boat Launch. (photo provided by Guy Middleton). 
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Fish Creek Pond Campground: The Fish Creek Pond Boat Launch is located within 
Fish Creek Pond Campground, off of Route 30. Fish Creek and adjoining Rollins Pond 
Campgrounds are the busiest campgrounds in the state with nearly 650 sites and 
190,000 average annual users, all with direct water access to Upper Saranac Lake.  
 
There was a total of 88 days of stewardship coverage at the Fish Creek launch, a 
decrease from 2021 when there was 114 days of coverage.  
 
In 2022 Watershed Stewards interacted with 3,010 visitors and performed 1,775 boat 
inspections. The number of visitors and inspections preformed were consistent with 2021 
data despite less stewardship coverage days.   
 
90% of the boaters asked, indicated they had taken steps to prevent the spread of AIS 
prior to arriving at the launch. In general, there has been an increase in awareness since 
the inception of the program indicating that education outreach efforts of the program are 
effective. 
 
In 2022, only 4, or .2% of the 1,775 boats inspected had AIS found and removed by the 
stewards. The number of watercraft found with AIS has had a positive declined. This is 
the lowest percentage of AIS found on boats since the inception of the program. 
Comparatively in 2017 - 75 watercraft or 3.9% of the boats inspected had AIS. In 2022, 
on all four occasions of AIS being found were on boats that were being retrieved from 
Fish Creek.  
 
 

                                                  Watershed Steward Data - Fish Creek Campground Boat Launch 
Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

# of Coverage Days 
Aprox 

50 59 111 107 100 58 114 88 
# of Boats Inspected 555 934 1,947 1,741 2,097 1,226 1,746 1,775 

% of Boats dirty / failed 
inspection 14.2% 7.3% 21.8% 4.3% 1.0% 3.8% 1.9% 0.5% 

% of Inspected Boats with AIS 2.5% 3.6% 3.9% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6% 0.4% 0.2% 
# of Previous visited Waterways 57 57 92 46 88 71 86 85 

 
 
The number of AIS intercepted from boats being retrieved from the Fish Creek 
Campground has substantially decreased. In 2022, only 4 boats or .05% of the boats 
exiting the launch were found with AIS compared to 2016 when 7.2% of boats were 
found to have AIS upon exiting. This 93% decline can be attributed to the successful AIS 
harvesting management project that was initiated in 2016 by the Upper Saranac 
Foundation with the assistance of a New York State Invasive Species Rapid Response 
and Control Grant. Fish Creek Campground, once known as a major contributor to 
regional AIS spread may no longer be considered a significant vector for AIS spread. 
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       Fish Creek Campground Boat Launch (Watercraft exiting the Launch - retrieved) 
Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Inspections Performed  403 914 822 1104 611 786 785 
Boats transporting AIS  29 56 11 12 7 5 4 

% Boats transporting AIS 7.2% 6.1% 1.3% 1.1% 1.1% 0.6% 0.5% 
 
The Fish Creek AIS Management Project (FCAISMP) has significantly reduced AIS 
establishment through hand harvesting methods within the Fish Creek Campground. In 
six years of the project the USF has removed nearly 37 tons of Eurasian and Variable-
leaf watermilfoil from Square Pond, Upper Fish Creek Pond and Fish Creek stream. 
Each year of the FCAISMP there has been fewer signs of AIS infestation with less milfoil 
harvested each year. The Fish Creek project is following a similar trend as to the 
accomplishments seen on USL.  
 
A total of 86 different waterways were visited by watercraft prior to entering Fish Creek. 
The campground attracts a great diversity of users. Watercraft entering Fish Creek 
originated from a vast number of distant locations, coming from as far away as the 
Atlantic Ocean, the Great Lakes, New Hampshire, and Maine. 
 
Some of the heaviest pressure for Fish Creek boat launch is from boats previously used 
in Lake George, Tupper Lake, Lower Saranac Lake, Lake Luzerne, and the Raquette 
River; all known waterbodies with heavy AIS present. This diverse infiltration is a concern 
as a possible vector for new types of AIS introduction and illustrates the importance of 
promoting "clean, drain, and dry" outreach, education and regulations. 
 
Decontamination Unit: In an effort to further protect and significantly reduce the spread 
of AIS a decontamination unit was installed in 2017. The USL hot water-high pressure 
decontamination unit is one of a growing number of volunteer and free of charge 
decontamination stations around the park. The decontamination unit was located and 
stored at Back Bay at the NYSDEC boat launch on USL. Installation of the unit was 
accomplished through a collaborative effort with the USF, NYSDEC, Adirondack Park 
Invasive Plant Program, Paul Smith’s College Adirondack Watershed Institute, and the 
Cloudsplitter Foundation. An additional steward or decontamination technician was 
required for operation of the unit on weekends and busier days, one steward to preform 
inspections while a decontamination technician preformed decontaminations. 
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AWI – Watershed Steward decontaminating a watercraft. Photo: Guy Middleton 

 
Stewards utilized the decontamination unit to promote "clean, drain, and dry" AIS 
transport regulations. In 2022 only 73 decontaminations were performed. This is a 
significance reduction from 2021 when 186 decontaminations were performed, the fifth 
most utilized non-mandatory station in the Adirondacks. 
 
While there was less use of the launch and less out of region visitors in 2022 it did not 
justify such a reduction in decontaminations. The biggest factor for this decrease can be 
attributed to the Watershed Stewards approach to persuade visitors to have their 
watercraft decontaminated.  
  

3 Steward Special Projects:  

Bass Tournaments: Adirondack Watershed Institute - Watershed Stewards were on 
duty for one early morning sanctioned Bass Tournaments at the Upper Saranac, Back 
Bay Boat Launch. The Upper Saranac Foundation corresponded with the NYSDEC, 
Fishing Tournament organizers, and the Adirondack Watershed Institute to coordinate 
AIS educational outreach. Organizers were made aware that Watershed Stewards were 
going to be available to assist participants with watercraft inspections and offer 
decontamination of boats. Participants began arriving at the launch at 5:30am on the 
morning of the tournament; September 18. Tournament boats return to the launch prior 
to 3pm where exiting boats were again inspected. Approximately 25 boats participated in 
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the tournament and almost all boats were last in Lake Champlain within a few days prior 
to launching at Upper Saranac Lake. 
 

 
Bass tournament participants preparing for a shotgun start. Photo: Guy Middleton 

 
Asian Clam Survey: In an effort to identify any locations in the Saranac headwaters 
where the invasive Asian clams are present, AWI Watershed Stewards participated 
alongside volunteers in a lake wide Asian clam survey. Seven sites were surveyed by 18 
participants. Stewards were assigned areas of responsibility to sieve through shallow, 
sandy areas of the Lake looking for invasive Asian Clams. Over 750 sediment samples 
were sieved and over 20 hours were dedicated to identify the presence of Asian Clams. 
Fortunately, no Asian clams were found. Second to prevention, the best defense against 
Asian clams is early detection for the greatest chance of eradication.  Left unchecked, 
Asian Clams can reproduce exponentially and may cause negative ecological impacts 
including algae blooms. Concentrations of Asian Clams have the potential to negatively 
impact the tourism economy, reduce property values and hamper recreational activities. 
In the case of Asian Clams being found, the USF would implement the protocol outlined 
in the Upper Saranac Lake Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention and Preparedness Plan 
for Eradication and would activate the Lake Champlain Basin AIS Rapid Response Task 
Force. 
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AWI – Watershed Steward Sieving for Asian Clams Photo: Guy Middleton 

A full report on the Asian Clam Survey can be found at: https://usfoundation.net/wp-
content/uploads/2022/09/Survey-Report-2022.pdf  

Terrestrial Invasive Management at the Back-Bay Boat Launch: The Upper Saranac 
Foundation, AWI -Watershed Stewards, ADK Action, and the NYSDEC, have worked 
collaboratively over the last three years to restore two-storm water bio-retention sites at 
the Back-Bay Boat Launch. When there was limited boat traffic at the launch, Watershed 
Stewards assisted in removing (weeding out) terrestrial invasive species from the bio-
retention sites. The second site was reestablished in 2020 with mulch for weed control. 
Native flowers were planted in the spring of 2021 and again in 2022. The restoration of 
the sites created a native Wildflower Pollinator garden. Below is a list of the non-native 
species that were removed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Common Name Scientific Name Invasiveness Ranking 
Wild parsnip Pastinaca sativa Moderate 
Lesser burdock Arctium minus Unranked 
Reed canary grass Phalaris arundinacea High 
White campion Silene latifolia Unranked 
Creeping thistle Cirsium arvense High 
Common mullein Verbascum thapsus Unranked 
Mugwort Artemisia vulgaris High 
Motherwort Leonurus cardiaca Unranked 

https://usfoundation.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Survey-Report-2022.pdf
https://usfoundation.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Survey-Report-2022.pdf
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Pollinators at the 
Back-Bay Boat 

Launch.   

Photos: Guy 
Middleton 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 Methodology 
Methods: 
Watershed Stewards were stationed seven days/week at Back Bay and at Fish Creek 
Campground generally from 8:00AM to 4:30PM with one hour off for breaks and lunch. 
Stewards were instructed to stand up, gather visible data on each visitor party, including 
group size, type of watercraft, time, etc., greet each group whether launching or 
retrieving, offer a short educational message, share brochures and resources, and 
perform a careful boat inspection. Stewards shaped their approach according to the 
characteristics of the particular boat being launched, their assessment of visitor 
background and receptivity, and environmental considerations. 
 
Each steward set up their station, that included an informational table, a chair, a 
sandwich board sign positioned to alert visitors to the steward’s presence and a tent for 
protection from the elements. Each table included brochures, handouts, maps, 
identification guides, and other resources to expand the boaters’ knowledge of AIS and 
appropriate spread prevention measures. Stewards presented live plant samples and 
other props such as Asian clam shells at every table with positive results. Digital data 
entry on iPads was used to store data. The stewards wore a blue safety vest, and T-shirt 
displaying the AWISP logo, reflective vest, and an AWISP nametag. Depending on the 
weather, they also wore a black fleece with the AWISP logo and “clean/drain/dry” 
message. 
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Stewards provided boaters and visitors with interpretive information concerning AIS and 
conducted a short survey. The survey questions included what body of water boaters 
had most recently visited with their watercraft in the past two weeks and what steps were 
taken to prevent the transport of AIS between waterbodies. Stewards collected 
observable data including group size, boat type, horsepower of outboard engines, and 
state registration. Boater responses were recorded on an iPad using proprietary survey 
software and uploaded wirelessly to a server for weekly download and analysis by the 
Program Director. 
 
All stewards provided a courtesy inspection of boats entering and leaving through the 
boat launches. Stewards performed a visual inspection of propellers, outdrives, trailer 
bunks, axles, live wells, bilges, areas containing standing water, and any other locations 
potentially harboring AIS. Stewards also asked visitors to lower their outboard motors to 
a vertical position to eliminate standing water and drain their bilges. Stewards offered 
informational literature on AIS and educated boaters how to prevent infecting other 
waterways. 
 
Although the stewards performed courtesy inspections for visitors, they also 
recommended that boaters take responsibility for washing and inspecting their boats 
offsite. Watercraft that were found not to be clean, drained and dried were asked to 
proceed to the Back Bay on-site boat decontamination station where a decontamination 
technician would decontaminate their equipment. 
 
 
Logistics: 
Weekly staff meetings were held at Paul Smith’s College. The meeting provided the 
stewards a chance to share information with each other as well as their supervisor. The 
meetings also provided continued staff training and afforded an opportunity for 
identification of AIS found during the previous week. The stewards attempted to identify 
the AIS samples they collected before they were transported to PSC for a second review 
and further identification from the scientific staff at the AWI. Regional supervisors 
reviewed the survey data for omissions, errors, or irregularities and followed up with the 
stewards for clarification. 
 
 
5 Quality Assurance Tasks Completed 
This project adhered to all quality control tasks outlined in the Lake Champlain Basin 
Program Boat Launch Steward QAPP. The Upper Saranac Lake and Fish Creek 
stewards participated in a week-long comprehensive training program to familiarize 
themselves with AIS identification and ecology, an introduction to stewarding and 
recreation study methods, the fundamentals of environmental interpretation, and much 
more.  
 
Administrative staff members frequently reviewed steward data for accuracy, precision, 
completeness, apparent inconsistencies, and comparability. Data was evaluated for 
accuracy by comparing documented data with reasonable standards and benchmarks for 
traffic levels, boat types, and prior visits gathered in past-year or early-in records. Weekly 
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review of electronic data allowed for quick and accurate corrections of inaccurate or 
confusing data. 
 
Samples of organisms that were collected by stewards in the field were bagged and 
labelled with date, location, name of steward, time sample was obtained, and type of 
watercraft, waterbody last visited, and suspected species. All samples were transported 
to the AWI Environmental Research Laboratory where they were stored in a refrigerator 
to be examined by an aquatic plant specialist for final identification. The final 
identification was updated in the database if necessary. All samples were disposed of by 
composting on dry land, well away from surface water or intermittent stream flow areas. 
 
6 Conclusions 
Aquatic invasive species remain an ecological, social and economic challenge for 
communities everywhere. As new species make inroads to the United States, New York, 
and ultimately the Adirondack Park; the threat of invasion becomes increasingly 
significant. However, AIS issues continue to receive greater recognition in the media and 
legislative progress has been made to address the negative and costly impacts AIS 
wreak on our ecosystems and communities. In 2014, the Lake George Park Commission 
successfully implemented a mandatory inspection and decontamination program for all 
boats visiting Lake George. In addition, the NYSDEC adopted statewide regulations that 
require boaters to remove all visible organic material from their watercraft and drain all 
water holding compartments prior to launch and upon retrieval when utilizing state-
owned water access sites. A succeeding bill, that expands the regulations to cover all 
navigable waters in New York State, also went into effect in 2016.  
 
In 2015 the NYSDEC funded an Adirondack Park-wide Aquatic Invasive Species 
Prevention program. This program had a direct impact on the Saranac watershed by 
adding additional steward positions at AIS spread hub locations such as Fish Creek 
Campground. Furthermore, it provided more regional AIS protection with the addition of 
hot water, high pressure decontamination stations spread throughout the Adirondack 
Park.  
 
Actions of the Saranac Lake Watershed Stewardship Program to Prevent the Spread of 
Aquatic Invasive Species have increased AIS awareness and have increase the number 
of users taking preventative measures prior to launching. The AWISPs comprehensive 
survey will measure user AIS preventative habits and the program’s success over time. 
Educational outreach such as presentations and exhibits have also increased users’ 
awareness of the waterbody’s ecosystem, increased stewardship and AIS awareness 
while helping improve and maintain water quality. 
 
There is continued indications that management efforts are effective; through both Upper 
Saranac Lake shore owners and Fish Creek camper’s comments relative to the reduction 
of nuisance aquatic vegetation, and with the reduction of AIS found and harvested from 
year to year. In addition, the limited number of confirmed AIS intercepts from watercraft 
being retrieved, from both Upper Saranac Lake and from Fish Creek Campground, 
indicates successful AIS management techniques occurring in the watershed.  
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7 Appendices  
7.1 Abbreviation List: 

AAISPP - Adirondack Park-wide Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention Program  
AIS- Aquatic Invasive Species 
AWI – Pauls Smith’s College Adirondack Watershed Institute 
AWISP – Adirondack Watershed Institute Stewardship Program 
FCAISMP- Fish Creek AIS Management Project  
NYSDEC – New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
LCBP – Lake Champlain Basin Program 
PSC – Paul Smith’s College 
Steward – Adirondack Watershed Institute Steward 
USF – Upper Saranac Foundation 
USL – Upper Saranac Lake  
QAPP – Quality Assurance Project Plan 

 
7.2 Fish Creek Campground 
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7.3 Upper Saranac Lake 
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